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Preface by David J. Jackson 
 
It is believed that the word “polka” derives from the Czech “pulka” for “half step,” which in turn derives from 
“pul” for “half.” Polka is also the Polish word for a Polish woman. After my presentation on Sunday, polka 
legend Joe Oberaitis asked me an interesting question. “Why don’t they call it pulka?” I told him I didn’t know 
the answer to that, and I still don’t, but maybe someone reading this can shed some light! 
 
There was a polka dance craze in Europe starting in the 1830s. This period is usually defined as the beginning 
of the dance. Given that one origin story of the dance is that a girl named Anna Slezak was the first to dance 
the polka to a Czech folk melody, it seems possible that the dance existed among the peasants of Central and 
Eastern Europe before the craze. The origin of the term and the dance is still hotly contested!   
( https://www.polamjournal.com/Library/APHistory/polkaorigin/polkaorigin.html ) 
 
Polka music and dance are celebrated by a diverse set of cultures. Polka scholars Charles and Angeliki Keil 
differentiate among three broad ethnic categories: Slavic, German, and Southwest. Each of those categories 
contains two subcategories, with Polish and Slovenian under the Slavic category, German, and Czech under 
the German rubric, and Mexican and Native American under Southwest. The polka is for everyone! 
 
Polish-American style polka music is a hybrid style of music that does not exist in Poland, unless played by 
bands deliberately importing back a style of music with its origins, but not development, in Poland. But this is 
not a condemnation any more than recognizing that Cajun music exists in France in only the same way. Polka 
music belongs in the pantheon of American hybrid musical forms such as jazz, blues, rock, Cajun, blue grass, 
and so on. 
 
Polka music consists of old-world words and melodies, as well as new world invention and innovation. It 
remains a living, growing musical form that may not attract audiences of millions, but Czech-Americans, 
Polish-Americans, German-Americans, Mexican-Americans, and others continue to create new polkas, with 
new words, new covers of old ethnic and non-ethnic tunes, and to try out new arrangements and 
instrumentation. There are dozens of bands in each sub-genre, playing thousands of dances and other events, 
with hundreds of radio broadcasts and festivals. 
 
It is entirely appropriate that BGSU recognized both the generous contribution of the Vitak-Elsnic collection by 
Steve Harris as well as the enduring contribution of Polish-American polka music to the cultural mosaic of 
America. 
 
Polka is here to stay! 
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Style #1     Polish 
Polish style polkas have their roots in in Chicago, USA. There are subcategories of this style including 
Honky Tonk style and Push style. These are differentiated by instrumentation ( banjo, two trumpets, 
two accordions, and other variations). There is even a specialized style of dancing that came from 
Chicago incorporating high hopping…. It is called, appropriately, the “Chicago hop” .    Several Polish 
style polkas include: 
 

Money Polka:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yClHEtmJNsM 
Helen Polka:  (Polka Helena) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qllQ6SLWGOg 

 

Style #2     American 
American style polkas tend to be a blend of other types rather than a distinctive style of its own. 
Probably the most famous practitioner of American style Polka is “America’s Polka King” Frank 
Yankovoc. Yankovic obtained the title of America's Polka King after beating Louis Bashell, Romy Gosz, 
Harold Loeffelmacher and the Six Fat Dutchmen, Whoopee John Wilfahrt, and Lawrence Duchow in a 
battle of the bands in Milwaukee at the Milwaukee Arena on June 9, 1948. Hotspots for the American 
genre style are cities around the great lakes. American style polkas include: 
 
Just Because Polka: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P1oK7OI_63U 
Pennsylvania Polka: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5FVJGNfubN4 

 

Style #3     Slovenian 
Slovenian style polkas tend to be played fast.  They always include an accordion or two, and often a 
banjo for rhythm. Saxophones are frequently incorporated in this style. These tunes were brought from 
Slovenia by immigrants and have been passed down from parents to children. Slovenian style polkas 
include: 
 

Tick Tock Polka: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FFlkX6CoVgs 
Café Polka: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GbZUWO-cG6Q 

 

Style #4     German 
German style polkas (no surprise) incorporate “oom pah oom pah” style emphasis on downbeats. 
These distinctive downbeats are usually accomplished with tubas/brass. German style is frequently 
referred to as “Dutchmen” style, which is extremely popular in the American Midwest. One only has to 
attend an Oktoberfest event to heat this style of music.  German style polkas include: 
 
Liechtensteiner Polka: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f4W6fYAKdQI 
Zillertaller Scherzinger Polka: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R75gbBaXVjc 
 

Style #5     Czech 
The Czechs ( Bohemians) are credited with inventing the polka in the early 19th century. Polka music 
spread through Europe and became extremely popular. It was the rage of Prague and Paris by the late 
1830-s. Parisians referred to this music as “Polkamania”.  Czech orchestras frequently have several 
brass players. Polka remains the main and most popular traditional dance in the Czech Republic to this 
day. Czech style polkas include: 
 

Praha Polka Medley: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M2RbTXTNXBk 
Red Raven Polka:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ofcFFuvJjyc 
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